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Abstract: For automating the deployment of composite applications, typically, declarative deploy-
ment models are used. Depending on the context, the deployment of an application has to fulfill
different requirements, such as costs and elasticity. As a consequence, one and the same application,
i.e., its components, and their dependencies, often need to be deployed in different variants. If each
different variant of a deployment is described using an individual deployment model, it quickly re-
sults in a large number of models, which are error prone to maintain. Deployment technologies, such
as Terraform or Ansible, support conditional components and dependencies which allow modeling
different deployment variants of a composite application in a single deployment model. However,
there are deployment technologies, such as TOSCA and Docker Compose, which do not support
such conditional elements. To address this, we extend the Essential Deployment Metamodel (EDMM)
by conditional components and dependencies. EDMM is a declarative deployment model which
can be mapped to several deployment technologies including Terraform, Ansible, TOSCA, and
Docker Compose. Preprocessing such an extended model, i.e., conditional elements are evaluated
and either preserved or removed, generates an EDMM conform model. As a result, conditional
elements can be integrated on top of existing deployment technologies that are unaware of such
concepts. We evaluate this by implementing a preprocessor for TOSCA, called OpenTOSCA Vintner,
which employs the open-source TOSCA orchestrators xOpera and Unfurl to execute the generated
TOSCA conform models.

Keywords: deployment; modeling; variability; TOSCA; OpenTOSCA Vintner; xOpera; Unfurl

1. Introduction

For automating the deployment of composite applications, which consist of components
having dependencies on each other, several deployment technologies, such as Terraform or
Ansible, have been developed. According to a review conducted by Wurster et al. [1], most
deployment technologies support executing deployments based on declarative deployment
models [2], which describe the application components to be deployed, their configurations,
and their dependencies in the form of a graph. However, depending on the current context
in which a deployment must be performed, different aspects, e.g., requirements regarding
costs, scalability, or security, need to be considered. For example, to reduce costs during
the development of an application, often all components, e.g., business logic components,
databases, or queues, are simply deployed on virtual machines running on a private hyper-
visor, such as OpenStack, or inside Docker containers running on a local Docker engine.
On the other side, production deployments that have to serve high workloads typically run
on hyperscaler clouds, e.g., Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and are hosted using modern
service technologies, such as Function-as-a-Service, e.g., Google Cloud Functions [3].

Describing different variants of an application deployment using individual deploy-
ment models quickly results in a large number of models which are error prone to maintain.
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For example, if a new version of a component is released, this component must be up-
dated in each deployment model in which it is present. Deployment technologies, such
as Terraform or Ansible, support conditional components and dependencies which allow
modeling different deployment variants of a composite application in a single deployment
model. However, there are deployment technologies, such as TOSCA and Docker Compose,
which do not support such conditional elements. The objective of this work is to integrate
conditional components and dependencies into technologies that do not support such conditional
elements by preprocessing respective deployment models. To achieve this we proceed as follows:

(i) Variable Deployment Models: We present a modeling approach to describe different
deployment variants of a composite application in a single deployment model, which
we call the Variable Deployment Model.

(ii) Preprocessing: We introduce algorithms to preprocess such a Variable Deployment
Model to derive a deployment model based on current context parameters, such as
costs or scalability requirements.

(iii) Prototype: We implement an open-source prototype called OpenTOSCA Vintner, which
applies our approach to the TOSCA standard [4].

For this purpose, we extend the Essential Deployment Metamodel (EDMM) [1] by condi-
tional components and conditional dependencies. We refer to this extended model as Variable
Deployment Model. EDMM is a normalized declarative deployment metamodel that can be
mapped to the most prominent declarative deployment technologies, such as Terraform, An-
sible, TOSCA, and Docker Compose. The Variable Deployment Model is then preprocessed
to derive an EDMM conform deployment model. As a result, conditional elements can be
integrated on top of existing deployment technologies that are unaware of such concepts.
For our prototype, we applied our extension to the TOSCA modeling language, which
we call Variability4TOSCA. Afterward, we implemented a Variability4TOSCA Deployment
System which automatically transforms Variability4TOSCA models into standard-compliant
TOSCA models and shows that these models can be executed by the open-source TOSCA
orchestrators xOpera and Unfurl which are not aware of conditional elements.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces fundamentals
and motivates our approach. In Sections 3 and 4, we present the approach and its formal
definitions and algorithms. We present a system architecture, prototypical implementation,
detailed technical case study, and benchmark in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss related
work, and we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2. Fundamentals and Motivation

In this section, we present fundamentals about deployment automation and motivate
the need for variability in deployment modeling.

2.1. Fundamentals of Deployment Automation

Modern cloud applications typically consist of many components having dependen-
cies on each other, which makes a manual deployment error prone, time consuming,
and therefore, impractical. Various model-based deployment technologies have been de-
veloped that enable executing deployments automatically based on so-called deployment
models [1]. While the imperative deployment modeling [2] approach enables specifying an
application deployment in the form of an explicitly described process that describes each
activity to be executed, the declarative deployment modeling [2] approach describes only
the structure of the application to be deployed, i.e., its components, their configurations,
and their dependencies on each other, in the form of a graph in which colored nodes
represent components and their configurations, weighted edges their relations [2]. Thus,
while an imperative deployment model explicitly describes how the deployment has to
be executed, the declarative approach only describes what has to be deployed, and the
actual deployment logic is automatically inferred by the deployment technology. Since the
declarative approach has prevailed in practice and is supported by the most prominent
deployment technologies [1], we focus in this paper on declarative deployment models.
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2.2. Motivating Scenario

The following motivating scenario is used throughout the paper to explain our vari-
ability modeling concepts and to show technical feasibility. We choose here a very simple
scenario consisting only of two components that form the entire application to be deployed
since already this simple scenario shows the drawbacks and difficulties if variants are
managed in the form of individual deployment models. The motivating scenario is a
simple composite application that consists of two components, (i) a web component and (ii) a
database. This application can be deployed in different variants. Requirements, such as
expected workload, costs, availability, development simplicity, and compliance, influence
the decision on which variant to use.

During development, the deployment of the entire application should be cost efficient
and fast. Therefore, often all components are simply deployed on a single virtual machine
that runs on a hypervisor such as a private OpenStack as shown on the left in Figure 1. In
our scenario, the web component is a NodeJs14 application that runs on a local NodeJs14
runtime that connects to a local SQLite3 database.

Private OpenStack
(OpenStack)

Private VM
(Ubuntu20.04)

Deployment 
Model 2

Deployment 
Model 1

Web Component
(NodeJs14App)

Dev Database
(SQLite3Database)

Dev Runtime
(NodeJs14Runtime)

Prod Runtime 
(GoogleAppEngine)

Web Component
(NodeJs14App)

Prod DBMS
(GoogleCloudSQL)

Prod Database
(MySQL5Database)

=  HostedOn Relation

=  SQLConnection Relation

Legend

Figure 1. Two different deployment variants for the motivating scenario: deployment model 1 for
development (left) and deployment model 2 for production (right).

However, if the application has to serve production workloads all components should
be hosted on managed elastic cloud service offerings. In our scenario, we select GCP as
provider as shown on the right in Figure 1: The web component is hosted inside Google
App Engine [5] and Google Cloud SQL [6] is used to provide a MySQL5 database. If GCP is
not a suitable provider, of course also Amazon Web Services (AWS) or others could be used.

Thus, in general, any combination of suitable technologies, cloud providers, and cloud
service types can be used to deploy this composite application. If many different deploy-
ment variants of a single application are required, it is infeasible to model each variant as a
separate deployment model. Managing all these deployment models would be a complex,
time-consuming, and error-prone task. For example, if a new version of the web component
is released, the respective component must be updated in each deployment model.

3. Variable Deployment Modeling Method

To give an overview of the idea of what Variable Deployment Models are, how they
are created, and how they are used for deployment, this section presents the Variable Deploy-
ment Modeling Method, which consists of five steps. The method is split into the Deployment
Modeling Phase and the Deployment Execution Phase as shown in the lower part of Figure 2.
The two phases involve different user roles: while the modeling phase is typically con-
ducted by deployment experts creating Variable Deployment Models, the execution phase
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can be conducted by experts as well as non-experts that want to deploy the application in a
certain variant.

Identify 
Deployment 

Variants

Execute
Deployment Model

5

Deployment Execution PhaseDeployment Modeling Phase

Create Variable
Deployment Model

Specify
Variability Inputs

Derive 
Variability-Resolved
Deployment Model

✓?

42 31

Figure 2. Overview of the Variable Deployment Modeling Method and its five steps.

During the modeling phase, the first step is (i) to identify deployment variants along
with their commonalities and differences. Then (ii) a Variable Deployment Model is created
that describes all these variants. During the execution phase, (iii) inputs are specified that
are then used in step (iv) to automatically resolve the variability and to derive an executable
deployment model, i.e., the inputs are used to evaluate conditional elements in the model
that are then either present or not. Finally, in the last step, (v) the derived deployment
model is executed to automatically deploy the respective variant. In the next subsections,
we further explain each step in more detail.

3.1. Step Ê: Identify Deployment Variants

Before a Variable Deployment Model can be created, the possible variants along with
their commonalities and differences must be manually identified by a deployment expert.
The result of this step is, for example, that a development variant and a production variant are
required according to our motivating scenario where the development variant intends to
provide a simple deployment with costs and time in mind, while the production variant
requires a high-available and elastic deployment. Please note that a variant does not
necessarily affect all components and relations but can differ from only a single component
or configuration, for example.

3.2. Step Ë: Create Variable Deployment Model

After understanding which variants exist and which components and relations must
be present in each variant, the Variable Deployment Model can be created. A Variable
Deployment Model is a deployment model that has at least one conditional component or
relation, which is only present if attached conditions, so-called Variability Conditions, are
fulfilled. As a starting point, the Variable Deployment Model is developed for one variant
and then incrementally extended with components and relations of other variants. During
this process, conditions are assigned to these components and relations to ensure that they
are only present in the respective variants. Variability Conditions are expressions based
on Variability Inputs. In our motivating scenario, there is a single Variability Input “mode”
that specifies if the application should be deployed for development or production. In
contrast, in a more complex scenario, there could be various Variability Inputs, such as the
legal location of the company that is responsible for this deployment or the current prices
of cloud offerings. Thereby, the legal location might be used to select a compliant data
storage while the prices are used to select the most cost-efficient deployment variant. Thus,
Variability Inputs can be combined arbitrarily in complex conditions to model deployment
variants that are highly dependent on the current context.
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3.3. Step Ì: Specify Variability Inputs

This step is the first of the execution phase, in which a human operator or a system
invoking the deployment selects a Variable Deployment Model and provides the required
Variability Inputs. For example, a Variable Deployment Model may define the legal location
of the deployment as the Variability Input, which could be important if personal data need
to be stored by the application and when there are laws such as the General Data Protection
Regulation that needs to be complied with. In our motivating scenario, only the Variability
Input “mode” has to be specified, which is used to evaluate if the application should be
deployed for development or for production.

3.4. Step Í: Derive Variability-Resolved Deployment Model

The Variable Deployment Model as well as the Variability Inputs are then sent to the
Variability Resolver. The Variability Resolver is a software component that automatically
resolves the variability, i.e., it generates a Variability-Resolved Deployment Model that is a
normal executable deployment model of a certain deployment technology, such as Ter-
raform, Puppet, or TOSCA. Thus, the resulting model represents the derived deployment
variant. Thereby, the Variability Resolver evaluates each condition attached to a component
or relation and removes the ones whose conditions are not fulfilled. This resolver might be
integrated into a deployment system that is aware of Variable Deployment Models. We
provide an architecture and prototypical implementation of such a deployment system
based on the TOSCA standard in Section 5.

3.5. Step Î: Execute Deployment Model

The final step of the method is the actual deployment of the application. Therefore,
a deployment system interprets the previously derived Variability-Resolved Deployment
Model and executes the deployment. Since the resolved deployment model is a normal
executable deployment model this deployment system must not be aware of Variable
Deployment Models. If requirements change at a later stage, the execution phase can be
repeated to update the running application.

4. Variable Deployment Models

This section first presents the concept of Variable Deployment Models in detail fol-
lowed by a formal definition of the corresponding metamodel in Section 4.1, which provides
the basis for realizing Step Ë of our method. In Section 4.2, we introduce algorithms for
resolving the variability to generate concrete executable deployment models. These algo-
rithms are implemented by the Variability Resolver as described in Step Í of the method.

A Variable Deployment Model is a deployment model which has conditional elements.
These are components or relations which have at least one Variability Condition assigned.
Only if all Variability Conditions of a conditional element evaluate to true is the associated
component or relation present in the deployment. This significantly eases handling multiple
variants of a deployment since the human operator does not have to select one out of
many deployment models implementing different variants, but only has to provide the
required Variability Inputs.

Figure 3 shows this concept based on the motivating scenario introduced in Section 2.
Instead of having two different deployment models for the two variants, the shown Variable
Deployment Model contains all components and relations of both variants but associated
with the Variability Conditions under which they are present in the respective deployment
variant. The component “Web Component” should always be present and, thus, has no
conditions assigned. However, the components “Dev Database”, “Dev Runtime”, “Private
VM” and “Private OpenStack” along with their respective relations are conditional elements
which should be only present in the development variant. Therefore, they have a condition
assigned that evaluates if the desired deployment is intended for development. In contrast,
the components “Prod Database”, “Prod DBMS”, and “Prod Runtime” along with their
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respective relations are conditional elements having a condition assigned that evaluates if
the desired deployment is intended for production.

Private VM
(Ubuntu20.04)

Dev Database
(SQLite3Database)

Web Component
(NodeJs14App)

Dev Runtime
(NodeJs14Runtime)

Prod Runtime 
(GoogleAppEngine)

Prod DBMS
(GoogleCloudSQL)

Prod Database
(MySQL5Database)

=  Production Condition

=  Development Condition

=  HostedOn Relation

=  SQLConnection Relation

Legend

=  Conditional Component

=  Component

=  Conditional Relation

=  Relation

Dev Prod

Prod

Prod

Prod
Prod

Prod

Dev

Dev

Dev

Dev

Dev

Dev

Prod

DevPrivate OpenStack
(OpenStack)

Dev

Figure 3. Variable Deployment Model of our motivating scenario.

4.1. Variable Deployment Metamodel

This section introduces the Variable Deployment Metamodel (VDMM), which is based on
EDMM introduced by Wurster et al. [1]. In the following, we first explain the underlying
EDMM and introduce the required extensions for variability afterward.

EDMM defines a metamodel for declarative deployment models which was the result
of an analysis of the most prominent declarative deployment technologies, including Ter-
raform [7], Puppet [8], Kubernetes [9], and Ansible [10]. EDMM contains only modeling
elements that can be mapped to all of these technologies, thus providing the greatest
common denominator of all these technologies. Since our approach is based on EDMM, the
approach can also be applied to these technologies. EDMM defines declarative deployment
models in the form of a directed graph in which typed components are represented as
colored nodes and typed relations as weighted edges. Figure 4 contains the class dia-
gram of EDMM in the form of white boxes. Please note that this class diagram does not
show the entire EDMM but only the classes required for our approach. For example, we
omit the definition of Operations that are, for example, responsible for provisioning and
configuring a component.

has

has
Element 

Type
Property

Relation 
Type

Relation

Element

Component 
Type

Variability
Condition

Component

Group

1 *

is of type1 *

* *

is of type

has* 1

has*

*

has *1

is source of

is target of

1

1*

*

Variability
Input

is part of *1 … *

*

*

Figure 4. Class diagram of VDMM based on EDMM (EDMM original classes in white, added classes
for variability in grey).
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VDMM extends EDMM with classes for variability modeling which are rendered as
grey boxes in Figure 4. A Variable Deployment Model represents all possible deployment
variants. A deployment variant is defined as di ∈ Dvdm, where Dvdm is the set of all
executable deployment models that can be derived from a Variable Deployment Model
vdm ∈ VDM, where VDM is the set of all Variable Deployment Models.

Let VDM be the set of all Variable Deployment Models, then vdm ∈ VDM is defined
as a tuple as follows:

vdm =(Cvdm, Rvdm, CTvdm, RTvdm, typevdm, Pvdm, propertiesvdm, VIvdm,

CONvdm, inputsvdm, Gvdm, conditionsvdm, evaluatevdm)
(1)

We first describe the classes of EDMM as defined by Wurster et al. [1]. These classes
provide the basis for declarative deployment models.

• Cvdm is the set of Components in vdm. Each ci ∈ Cvdm represents a component of the
application. Considering our motivating scenario, the components “Web Component”,
“Dev Runtime”, and “Private VM”, for example, belong to this set.

• Rvdm ⊆ Cvdm × Cvdm is the set of Relations between two components in vdm. Each
ri = (cs, ct) ∈ Rvdm represents a relationship between two components of the applica-
tion, whereby cs is the Source and ct the Target Component. Considering our motivating
scenario, the hosting relation between the (source) component “Web Component” and
(target) component “Dev Runtime”, for example, is such a relationship.

• CTvdm is the set of Component Types in vdm. Each cti ∈ CTvdm describes the semantics
of a component having this type. Considering our motivating scenario, the component
“Web Component”, for example, has the type “NodeJs14App” which describes, for
example, that a hosting relation is required.

• RTvdm is the set of Relation Types in vdm. Each rti ∈ RTvdm describes the semantics
for each relation having this type. Considering our motivating scenario, the relation
between the components “Web Component” and “Dev Runtime”, for example, is of
type “hostedOn” and describes that the component “Web Component” is running on
the component “Dev Runtime”.

• The set of Typed Elements Evdm := Cvdm ∪ Rvdm is the union set of components and rela-
tions in vdm. Considering our motivating scenario, the components “Web Component”
and “Dev Runtime”, for example, along with their hosting relation belong to this set.

• The set of Typed Element Types ETvdm := CTvdm ∪ RTvdm is the union of component
and relation types in vdm. Considering our motivating scenario, the component type
“NodeJs14App” and relation type “hostedOn”, for example, belong to this set.

• typevdm : Evdm → ETvdm is the mapping function that assigns all components and
relations in vdm their respective component or relation type and, therefore, provides
the semantics of typed elements. Considering our motivating scenario, the component
“Web Component”, for example, is of type “NodeJs14App”.

• Pvdm ⊆ Σ+×Σ+ is the set of Properties in vdm. Each pi = (key, value) ∈ Pvdm describes
a property of a component (type) or relation (type). Considering our motivating
scenario, such properties are, for example, database credentials such as a username
and password. However, properties are not shown in the figures for brevity.

• propertiesvdm : Evdm ∪ ETvdm → ℘(Pvdm) is the mapping function that assigns each
typed element ei ∈ Evdm and typed element type eti ∈ ETvdm its properties psi ∈
℘(Pvdm) in vdm. Considering our motivating scenario, the database connection be-
tween the “Web Component” and “Prod Database”, for example, is assigned its
respective properties, such as a username and password. However, properties are not
shown in the figures for brevity.

At this point, the described classes represent a deployment model according to EDMM.
In the following, we introduce new classes required for variability modeling as described
in our concept presented above. Thus, these new classes together with the already listed
EDMM classes form the VDMM.
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• VIvdm is the set of Variability Inputs in vdm. Each vii ∈ VIvdm is used inside Variability
Conditions. Considering our motivating scenario, a Variability Input “mode”, for ex-
ample, states if the desired deployment is for development or for production. Other
Variability Inputs could ask for enabled features such as elasticity or for the legal
location to select a compliant hosting offering.

• CONvdm is the set of Variability Conditions in vdm. Each coni ∈ CONvdm describes a
Variability Condition under which a component, relation, or group is present in the
deployment variant. Considering our motivating scenario, a Variability Condition
“Dev”, for example, is assigned to the component “Dev Runtime” which evaluates
that the Variability Input “mode” has the value “dev”. Other Variability Conditions
could consider cloud offering prices.

• inputsvdm : CONvdm → ℘(VIvdm) is the mapping function that assigns each Variability
Condition coni ∈ CONvdm the required set of Variability Inputs visi ∈ ℘(VIvdm) in vdm
that are required to evaluate coni. Considering our motivating scenario, the Variability
Input “mode”, for example, is assigned to the Variability Condition “Dev”.

• Gvdm ⊆ ℘(Evdm) is the set of all Groups in vdm. Hereby, a gi ∈ Gvdm is a group that
consists of components and relations in vdm that are grouped to associate one or
more Variability Conditions to all elements contained in this group. Considering our
motivating scenario, the components “Dev Runtime”, “Dev Database”, and “Private
VM”, for example, along with their relations could have been added to the same group
to manage all conditional elements which are present during the development variant.

• conditionsvdm : Evdm ∪ Gvdm → ℘(CONvdm) is a mapping function in vdm that as-
signs each component ci ∈ Cvdm ⊆ Evdm, relation rj ∈ Rvdm ⊆ Evdm, and group
gk ∈ Gvdm the Variability Conditions consl ∈ ℘(CONvdm) under which it is present in
the deployment variant. If a component, relation, or group have no Variability Condi-
tions, the mapping function assigns them the empty set. Considering our motivating
scenario, the Variability Condition “Dev”, for example, belongs to this set.

• evaluatevdm : CONvdm × ℘(VIvdm)→ {true, f alse} is the function in vdm that assigns
under the Variability Inputs vii ∈ ℘(VIvdm) a Variability Condition coni ∈ CONvdm
either true or f alse. Considering our motivating scenario, this function evaluates,
for example, regarding the Variability Condition “Dev” if the Variability Input “mode”
has the value “dev”.

4.2. Algorithms for Resolving Variability

This section presents algorithms to transform a Variable Deployment Model into
a Variability-Resolved Deployment Model as required in Step Í of our method. These
include the algorithms resolveVariability for deriving a deployment model from a Vari-
able Deployment Model, checkElementPresence for checking the presence of an element,
and checkConsistency for checking the consistency.

4.2.1. Variability Resolving Algorithm

The algorithm resolveVariability in Algorithm 1 resolves the variability and derives a
Variability-Resolved Deployment Model from a Variable Deployment Model. First, in Line 2
all components are collected which are present in the derived deployment model, Line 3
collects all present relations. Thereby, the conditions that are assigned to components and
relations are evaluated using the checkElementPresence algorithm introduced in Section 4.2.2.
In Line 6, the derived deployment model is constructed from the set of present components
and relations. The remaining elements, such as the set of component types, can be directly
taken from the Variable Deployment Model. The derived deployment model does not
have any variability and conforms to EDMM. Therefore, since EDMM models can be
automatically transformed to concrete deployment technologies such as Terraform [11] the
derived deployment model can be executed by standard deployment technologies that are
not aware of our variability concepts.
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Algorithm 1 resolveVariability(vdm ∈ VDM): d ∈ Dvdm

1: // Calculate all present components and relations
2: Cd := {ci|ci ∈ Cvdm : checkElementPresence(ci) = true}
3: Rd := {ri|ri ∈ Rvdm : checkElementPresence(ci) = true}
4:
5: // Return Deployment Model
6: return {Cd, Rd, CTvdm, RTvdm, typevdm, Pvdm, propertiesvdm}

4.2.2. Element Presence Check Algorithm

The algorithm checkElementPresence in Algorithm 2 checks if an element is present
in a deployment by evaluating assigned conditions. Therefore, all conditions which are
assigned to the element are collected. Conditions are either directly assigned to the element
(see Line 2) or indirectly by a group (see Lines 5–7). The element is present if all assigned
conditions are fulfilled (see Line 10).

Algorithm 2 checkElementPresence(e ∈ Evdm, vdm ∈ VDM): b ∈ {true, f alse}
1: // Capture all conditions which are assigned to e
2: cons := conditionsvdm(e)
3:
4: // Add all conditions which are assigned to the groups of e
5: for all

(
gi ∈ {gi|gi ∈ Gvdm : e ∈ gi}

)
do

6: cons := cons ∪ conditionsvdm(gi)
7: end for
8:
9: // Check that all conditions evaluate to true

10: return
(
∀coni ∈ cons : evaluatevdm(coni, inputsvdm(coni)) = true

)
4.2.3. Consistency Check Algorithm

Inconsistencies might occur in the derived Variability-Resolved Deployment Model. If,
for example, a component has multiple conditional hosting relations to several components
but their conditions do not exclude each other, i.e., more than one of these hosting relations
have all their assigned conditions fulfilled, the component must be hosted on multiple
components at the same time which is not possible. Of course, such overlapping conditions
are a clear modeling mistake and must be avoided during modeling. However, if the
variability is high, such modeling errors might occur. Therefore, we introduce the algorithm
checkConsistency in Algorithm 3 that executes four checks regarding the consistency of the
derived model. The first two checks verify that the source component and target component
of each relation in the derived model is also present in the derived model (see Lines 2–4
and 7–9). It is possible that, for example, a relation is present while the target component
is not if all conditions of the relation evaluate to true but the ones assigned to the target
component do not. The third check verifies that each component in the derived model
has at maximum one hosting relation in the derived model (see Lines 12–14). Multiple
hosting relations can occur, for example, when their assigned conditions do not exclude
each other. Thereby, the check allows components without hosting relations, such as a basic
infrastructure virtualization layer as OpenStack, since these are typically not managed
by the deployment model. The last and fourth check verifies that each component in the
derived model has a hosting relation if the component has at least one hosting relation in
the Variable Deployment Model (see Lines 17–19). Thereby, we assume that if a component
has a hosting relation in any variant then a hosting relation is always required. Considering
our motivating scenario, the component “Web Component”, for example, always requires a
hosting relation while having two conditional hosting relations in the Variable Deployment
Model. If none of these relations are present in the derived model, then the deployment
model cannot be executed.
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Algorithm 3 checkConsistency(d ∈ Dvdm, vdm ∈ VDM): b ∈ {true, false}
1: // Ensure that each relation source exists
2: if

(
∃ri = (s, t) ∈ Rd : s /∈ Cd

)
then

3: return false
4: end if
5:
6: // Ensure that each relation target exists
7: if

(
∃ri = (s, t) ∈ Rd : t /∈ Cd

)
then

8: return false
9: end if

10:
11: // Ensure that every component has at maximum one hosting relation
12: if

(
∃ci ∈ Cd ∃rj = (ci, a) ∈ Rd ∃rk = (ci, b) ∈ Rd :

rj 6= rk ∧ typed(rj) = typed(rk) = hostedOn
)

then
13: return false
14: end if
15:
16: // Ensure that every component that had a hosting relation previously still has one
17: if

(
∃ci ∈ Cd ∃rj = (ci, a) ∈ Rvdm ∃!rk = (ci, b) ∈ Rd :

typevdm(rj) = typed(rk) = hostedOn
)

then
18: return false
19: end if
20:
21: // All checks passed
22: return true

5. Prototypical Validation and Case Study

To validate the technical feasibility of the method presented in Section 3 and the con-
cept of Variable Deployment Models, we implemented a prototype based on the Topology
and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [4]. TOSCA is an official OA-
SIS standard for automating the deployment and management of cloud applications in a
technology-independent and vendor-neutral manner. For this purpose, we (i) first introduce
Variability4TOSCA, which is an extension of the TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.3 [4]
that supports VDMM introduced in Section 3. Afterward, we (ii) present the architecture,
prototypical implementation, and benchmark of OpenTOSCA Vintner [12], which is a Vari-
ability4TOSCA Deployment System that enables automating Steps Í and Î of our method.
Thus, OpenTOSCA Vintner enables automatically transforming Variability4TOSCA mod-
els into standard-compliant TOSCA models that can be executed by standard-compliant
TOSCA orchestrators. We demonstrate this by employing the open-source orchestrators
xOpera [13] and Unfurl [14] for executing the generated TOSCA models. Finally, we (iii)
conduct a case study and apply our method to our motivating scenario.

5.1. Variability4TOSCA: An Extension of the TOSCA Standard

To support our variability concept in TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.3 [4]
we present our TOSCA extension Variability4TOSCA. The full specification can be found
on our GitHub repository together with the source code of OpenTOSCA Vintner [12].

5.1.1. Mapping EDMM to TOSCA

Since the EDMM classes are part of VDMM, we first describe how they can be mapped
to TOSCA. According to Wurster et al. [1,15], EDMM can be mapped to TOSCA as follows:
In TOSCA, the deployment of an application is described as a Topology Template. Such
a Topology Template is the equivalent of our deployment model and consists of Node
Templates and Relationship Templates. These templates describe the application components
along with their relations. Thereby, components of our deployment model correspond
to Node Templates and relations to Relationship Templates. Node Types and Relationship
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Types semantically describe Node Templates and Relationship Templates. Therefore, component
types and relation types correspond to Node and Relationship Types. Node Templates and
Types can be configured using Properties that are equivalent to properties of components
and their types. The same applies to Relationship Templates and Types. A more detailed
description of TOSCA is given by Binz et al. [16,17].

5.1.2. Extending TOSCA for VDMM

To support VDMM, we extend the TOSCA standard as follows. Variability4TOSCA
is based on TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.3 [4] and introduces conditional
elements. Thereby, we extend the Topology Template with a Variability Definition that
contains Variability Inputs.

A Variability Condition is modeled as a Boolean expression producing a Boolean value,
i.e., true or false, when evaluated. Thereby, Boolean, arithmetic, and constraint operators
along with intrinsic functions can be used inside conditions. These include, among others,
and, or, not, xor, implies, getVariabilityInput, getVariabilityCondition, getElementPresence, add,
sub, concat, equal, and greaterThan operators.

To model conditional elements, we extend Node Templates, Requirement Assignments,
and Group Definitions with the capability to contain a Variability Condition. Requirement
Assignments are entities in TOSCA that assign the Source and Target Node Template to
a Relationship Template, while Group Definitions are used to group Node Templates.
Furthermore, we extend Group Definitions by allowing Requirement Assignments to
be group members. An example of a conditional element from our motivating scenario
is shown in Listing 1 in Line 13: The Node Template “DevRuntime” is only present if
the Variability Condition in Line 15 is true, thus, if the Variability Input “mode” equals
“dev”. It is also possible to assign multiple conditions by specifying a list. In such a
case, the conditions are combined using the logical and operator. To reduce repetitiveness,
a Variability Condition, or even only parts of the condition, can be defined globally as part
of the Variability Definition and then referenced on multiple occasions.

Listing 1. Excerpt of the Topology Template of our motivating scenario showing modeled Variability
Conditions for the runtime of the web component as well as hosting relations to them.

1 topology_template:
2 node_templates:
3 WebComponent:
4 type: NodeJs14App
5 requirements:
6 - host:
7 node: DevRuntime

8 conditions: {equal: [{get_variability_input: mode}, dev]}

9 - host:
10 node: ProdRuntime

11 conditions: {equal: [{get_variability_input: mode}, prod]}

12 ...
13 DevRuntime:
14 type: NodeJs14Runtime

15 conditions: {equal: [{get_variability_input: mode}, dev]}

16 ...
17 ProdRuntime:
18 type: GoogleAppEngine

19 conditions: {equal: [{get_variability_input: mode}, prod]}

20 ...
21 ...
22 ...
23 ...
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5.2. System Architecture for a Variability4TOSCA Deployment System

In this section, we present a conceptual system architecture for a Variability4TOSCA
Deployment System, which is implemented by our OpenTOSCA Vintner prototype de-
scribed in the next section. Our system architecture is shown in Figure 5 and consists
of the following components. The Variability4TOSCA Model Importer parses a Variabil-
ity4TOSCA model and transforms it into an internal data structure. To derive a Variability-
Resolved Deployment Model, the Variability Resolver implements the algorithms from
Section 4.2. A derived model is then exported as TOSCA conform deployment model using
the TOSCA Model Exporter.

Variability4TOSCA Deployment System

TOSCA Models

Variability4TOSCA
Model Importer

Variability Resolver

TOSCA Model Exporter

CLI

REST API

Orchestrator Plugins

Orchestrator X

Orchestrator Y

…?
Deployment Manager

Instance Models

Figure 5. System architecture of a Variability4TOSCA Deployment System.

The Deployment Manager executes the deployment model using Orchestrator Plugins
which communicate with TOSCA conform orchestrators. Therefore, our architecture is
not restricted to a specific TOSCA orchestrator. TOSCA models and definitions, such as
TOSCA Type Definitions and Topology Templates, are stored in the TOSCA Models database.
Information about instances of a TOSCA model, such as used Topology Templates, are
stored in the Instance Models database.

5.3. OpenTOSCA Vintner

OpenTOSCA Vintner implements the system architecture introduced above. The
system is written in NodeJs and can be invoked using the command line or a REST API.
The Variability Resolver can be also used as a standalone tool and, thus, be integrated
into any toolchain. The Deployment Manager is able to deploy applications using xOpera
and Unfurl. Thereby, we implemented a plugin for Linux and for Windows using the
Windows-Subsystem for Linux (WSL) [18]. To store TOSCA models and instance models,
the filesystem is used. The prototype does not support the inheritance of the TOSCA type
system as it is not required for our approach and expects that hosting relations are named
“host” as commonly done in the TOSCA specification. The source code and documentation
can be found in our repository.

5.4. Case Study Based on the Prototype

This section presents a detailed case study in which we apply the Variable Deploy-
ment Modeling Method presented in Section 3 to the motivating scenario introduced in
Section 2. A step-by-step guide, including corresponding TOSCA definitions, is provided
in our repository.

In Step Ê of our method, we first identify that we require a development variant and
a production variant. With costs and simple installation in mind, the development variant
deploys all components on a single virtual machine on a private OpenStack instance. For the
database, we use a lightweight SQLite3 database because it is easier to manage compared to
MySQL. Since an unexpected workload is expected during production, the web component
and the database are deployed on GCP in the production variant.
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To create the Variability4TOSCA model in Step Ë, we start with creating the devel-
opment variant, i.e., we model all components and relations as shown in Figure 1 on the
left. To integrate the production variant, the components “Prod Database”, “Prod DBMS”
and “Prod Runtime” are added along with their relations. At this stage, the web compo-
nent has two hosting relations and two database connections. Therefore, we define the
Variability Input “mode” and assign a condition that checks if “mode” equals “dev” to the
components and relations that are only present in the development variant (see Listing 1).
Analogously, we assign a condition checking if “mode” equals “prod” to the components
and relations that are only present in the production variant. Since the component “Web
Component” should always be present, it does not have any conditions assigned. The final
Variability4TOSCA model is shown in Figure 3. Hereby, the manual modeling phase of the
method is completed.

In the execution phase, we want to deploy the application in the development vari-
ant. Therefore, we import the created Variability4TOSCA model to OpenTOSCA Vintner
and assign the Variability Input “mode” the value “dev” in Step Ì. The Variability Re-
solver receives the model and our input in Step Í. Since only the conditions that check if
“mode” equals “dev” evaluates to true, the resolver removes all components and relations
whose conditions check for “prod”. The resulting standard-compliant TOSCA model cor-
responds to the development variant given in Figure 1 on the left. In the final Step Î, we
select xOpera or Unfurl as the TOSCA orchestrator to execute the deployment in a fully
automated manner.

This case study can be used to evaluate different aspects of our presented approach.
First, the motivating scenario introduced in Section 2 can be realized using Variabil-
ity4TOSCA, which shows that our extension of the TOSCA standard provides all required
features for this kind of scenario. Moreover, the case study also demonstrates that our pro-
totypical implementation OpenTOSCA Vintner is able to automatically transform Variabil-
ity4TOSCA models for a given set of provided Variability Inputs into a standard-compliant
TOSCA model that can be executed by unmodified TOSCA orchestrators, in this case,
xOpera or Unfurl. Thus, these results pave the way for executing different deployment
variants in practice on top of existing toolchains.

5.5. Benchmark Evaluation of the Variability Resolver Prototype

To further evaluate our concept and prototype, we ran benchmark tests whose results
are given in Table 1. The to-be-tested Topology Templates are generated based on a
seed. For example, a seed of 1000 generates the 1000 Node Templates a0, a1, . . . , a999,
which have a condition assigned that evaluates to true. In addition, 1000 Relationship
Templates ra0 = (a0, a1), ra1 = (a1, a2), . . . , ra999 = (a999, a0) are generated, which connect
one Node Template ai and the next Node Template ai+1 mod 1000 and which have a condition
assigned, which evaluates to true. Furthermore, the 1000 Node Templates b0, b1, . . . , b999
are generated, which have a condition assigned that evaluates to false. Additional 1000
Relationship Templates rb0 = (a0, b0), rb1 = (a1, b1), . . . , rb999 = (a999, b999) are generated
which connect the Node Template ai with the Node Template bi and which have a condition
assigned which evaluates to false. In total, 4000 templates are generated consisting of
2000 Node Templates and 2000 Relationship Templates. After resolving the variability,
only the 1000 Node Templates a0, a1, . . . , a999 along with the 1000 Relationship Templates
ra0, ra1, . . . , ra999 between them are present.

The time for transforming the Variability4TOSCA model into an internal data structure,
resolving the variability, running the consistency check, and transforming the Topology
Template into a TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML Version 1.3 model is measured. Thereby,
the Variability4TOSCA model is already loaded as JSON in memory. To remove outliers,
the median of 10 test runs is used. The benchmark results of all in-memory tests are given
in Table 1 (see tests 1–7). A Topology Template consisting of 40 templates (20 Node Tem-
plates and 20 Relationship Templates) is processed within 0.295 ms, a Topology Template
consisting of 40,000 templates (20,000 Node Templates and 20,000 Relationship Templates)
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within 137.353 ms. As seen by the median per template column in Table 1 and Figure 6 on
the left, the time used for processing scales slightly non-linear.

In another test set, we additionally measured the time which is needed to read and
write the Topology Template files which also includes YAML parsing. These tests take
significantly longer mainly due to the parsing of YAML. The benchmark results of these
tests are given in Table 1 (see tests 8–14). A Topology Template consisting of 40 templates
is processed within 3.335 ms, a Topology Template consisting of 40,000 templates within
11.345 s. The file of the Topology Template consisting of 400,000 templates has a size of
14.270 MB and consists of 350,010 lines. As a result, the processing scales worse (see Table 1
and Figure 6 on the right). Such Topology Templates are already huge, possibly representing
a single deployment consisting of thousands of servers and their hosted components along
with databases. The required time for processing is negligible in comparison to the time
required to actually provision such huge topologies. Based on our experience, creating,
for example, a MySQL5 DBMS on GCP takes several minutes.

The tests have been executed on commodity hardware; to be specific, on Windows 10,
an i7-6700K CPU 4x 4.00GHz, 2133MHz DDR4 RAM, and NVMe M.2 SSD. Due to the
single-threaded nature of NodeJs, only a single core is used. The performance could be
further improved by using better hardware, threading, or a more efficient language, such
as Go. Refactoring the algorithm could also improve the performance. However, at the
current stage, we prefer understandability over performance.

Table 1. Benchmark results of the Variability Resolver prototype (Since tests 1–7 are in-memory,
respective file measurements are not available).

Test Seed Templates Median Median/Template File Size File Lines

1 10 40 0.295 ms 0.007 ms n/a n/a
2 250 1000 4.045 ms 0.004 ms n/a n/a
3 500 2000 4.329 ms 0.002 ms n/a n/a
4 1000 4000 7.383 ms 0.002 ms n/a n/a
5 2500 10,000 29.436 ms 0.003 ms n/a n/a
6 5000 20,000 63.307 ms 0.003 ms n/a n/a
7 10,000 40,000 137.353 ms 0.003 ms n/a n/a

8 10 40 3.335 ms 0.083 ms 14 kB 360
9 250 1000 39.033 ms 0.039 ms 351 kB 8760
10 500 2000 88.504 ms 0.044 ms 704 kB 17,510
11 1000 4000 225.444 ms 0.056 ms 1.409 MB 35,010
12 2500 10,000 947.011 ms 0.095 ms 3.553 MB 87,510
13 5000 20,000 3.185 s 0.159 ms 7.125 MB 175,010
14 10,000 40,000 11.345 s 0.284 ms 14.270 MB 350,010
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Figure 6. Benchmark results of the Variability Resolver prototype (on the left in-memory, on the right
with filesystem interaction and YAML parsing).
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6. Related Work

In the following, we discuss related work considering different research topics, such
as product line engineering, context-aware deployment, optimization, and self-adaptation.

6.1. Software Product Line Engineering

Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) [19–22] is an approach to manage and de-
rive different variants of software, the product. There are two phases: domain engineering
and application engineering. During domain engineering, a requirements analysis is con-
ducted to create the product line along with a variability model, such as feature models [23]
or orthogonal variability models (OVM) [19], which represent the problem space. A feature
model describes in a single tree which common and variable features are available and
which dependencies between them exist [23]. In comparison, an OVM consists of multiple
variant points which represent variable features and, therefore, do not consider common
features [19]. During application engineering, another requirements analysis is conducted
to select the features and generate the desired product using artifacts from the product line,
which represent the solution space. Compared to our work, we have a similar high-level
process. The Variable Deployment Model and the corresponding algorithms can be seen as
the solution space in SPLE terminology. Furthermore, we make use of conditional elements,
which is an established technique for the solution space. In contrast, we focus on deploying
composite multi-cloud applications and not on the generation of software. However, these
concepts can be combined. For example, before a component is deployed, corresponding
software can be generated based on information contained in the deployment model. Thus,
our approach sits between the variability modeling and the generation of corresponding
software and, therefore, bridges the gap between SPLE and deployment.

Groher and Voelter [24] presented a general method to integrate feature-based vari-
ability and structural models in the context of product line engineering. They differentiated
between positive and negative variability. Based on a feature selection, positive variability
extends a base model by optional elements, whereas negative variability removes optional
elements from a base model. Our approach can be classified as negative variability. Simi-
lar, Czarnecki et al. [25] discussed the combination of SPLE and Model Driven Software
Development (MDSD). However, deployment was not discussed.

Czarnecki and Antkiewicz [26] presented a general approach for integrating feature
models for negative variability. They discussed how feature models and a model template
can be used to generate a desired model. Thereby, elements of the model template were
assigned with presence conditions, e.g., Boolean expressions over the feature selection. If
an element is not present, its contained elements are also not present. They also propose
different kind of default presence conditions. For example, if an element is removed,
outgoing relations should also be removed, even if they have no presence conditions
assigned. Furthermore, meta-expressions can be used to calculate, for example, properties,
such as names. After evaluating the presence conditions, they further process the model to
patch or simplify the model. They show their concept based on UML 2.0 class and activity
diagrams. We also make use of the concept of presence conditions but explicitly in the
context of deployment models, which was not focused on by Czarnecki and Antkiewicz [26].
In contrast to their work, we provide a formal metamodel and corresponding algorithms.

Extending UML with variability using stereotypes has been researched in several
related work [27–32]. In general, they introduced optional, variant point, alternative,
required or exclusive stereotypes with or without the possibility to model constraints
between components. In comparison, we assign conditions directly to components and
relations of a deployment model.

Ferko et al. [33] reported their experience from generating configuration files from the
railway domain. They used feature models in combination with a translator file, which
eventually produces XML configurations that describe the product, a train. The translation
file consists of a set of parameters and corresponding values along with conditions on
selected features. However, they do not generate deployment configurations.
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In programming languages, such as C and Java, there also exist preprocessors that
enable conditional compilation, e.g., to include specific parts of the code only if a specific
condition holds true [34–36]. Conditional compilation along with feature models was, for
example, used by Cavalcante et al. [37] to generate application code that is specific for the
used cloud offerings. They focused on the generation of code, while our approach focuses
on the deployment of already built components and their relations. However, these con-
cepts can be integrated into our approach by generating software based on the information
contained in the deployment model before the respective components are deployed.

Using variability models from SPLE to model deployment variants is a widely used
approach [22,38–45]. Thereby, multiple variability models along with dependencies be-
tween them can be used to manage different aspects of variability. However, the focus
of these related work is on modeling variability in the problem space, e.g., functional
and non-functional capabilities and requirements of applications in the form of multiple
combined feature models. In contrast, we focus on the modeling of the application topol-
ogy in the solution space and especially address the deployment of applications in detail.
Since modeling the problem space complements the solution space these related work may
complement our approach. For example, the feature selection of a feature model can be
used as Variability Inputs for our Variability Resolver.

6.2. Variable Composite Applications

Mietzner has conducted several research studies in the field of deployment of compos-
ite applications considering topics such as variability and multi-tenancy. In the following,
we present his research and discuss it in the context of our work.

Mietzner [46] addressed the problem of managing variability of applications with a
focus on multi-tenancy. Several concepts of SPLE were used. An application is modeled
using an application model which consists of components and their hosting relations. Multi-
tenancy patterns can be assigned to components [46–48]. For example, a component can be
shared across different deployments of different tenants. Variability is modeled using a
variability model which is based on OVM and consists of variability points [19,45,46]. These
variability points have different alternatives, which can be chosen from. Examples are the
RAM size of a virtual machine or the branding name that should be displayed on a website.
Enabling conditions state which alternatives are allowed. Thereby, complex dependencies
between variability points are possible. For example, if alternative A is chosen for the
variability point B, only the alternative C of variability point D is allowed. The application
and variability model was also used in later work to dynamically bind services during
runtime in the context of service composition [49], while Koetter et al. [50,51] made use of
the variability model in the context of compliance.

In addition, Mietzner et al. generated customization flows which guide through the
selection of alternatives and ensure the completeness and correctness of the selection [46,52].
There are different selection phases. For example, one phase is used by the provider of the
deployment system to restrict the available infrastructure, while another phase is used by
the tenant for tenant-specific configurations, such as branding or passwords. The chosen
alternatives are then used to modify the implementation files of components.

Furthermore, Mietzner et al. considered multi-tenancy patterns in which components
are either bound to already running components or need to be deployed [46,47,53]. For
example, instead of deploying a new component, a new tenant along with tenant-specific
configurations is registered at an already running component. This binding is automatically
done and respected during deployment. Different optimization algorithms can be used,
e.g., to reduce costs or to distribute the expected workload [46,54]. However, they do not
provide such algorithms. A provisioning flow provisions components using component
flows while respecting hosting relations and relations introduced by variability point depen-
dencies [46,55]. Component flows expose a unified provisioning and management interface,
which is used for lifecycle management of the components. In a later work, the overall
concept was further extended with triggers, e.g., to scale components up or down [56].
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In comparison to our work, we model variability inside a deployment model. Thereby,
we do not focus on multi-tenancy but on modeling conditional components and their
relations. This is not explicitly possible in the concept proposed by Mietzner et al., where
variability targets the implementation files of components and not the application model.
Furthermore, our deployment model is not only restricted to hosting relations but allows
to model other relations, such as SQL connections.

The concept by Mietzner et al. for customization flows for ensuring completeness and
correctness could be integrated into our concept. Having such a concept would enable us
to omit our consistency check. However, such a check is still a valuable sanity check since
modeling variability point dependencies is complex and error prone. We also do not further
specify different phases for binding variability. However, the different phases proposed by
Mietzner et al. might be used inside our phase in which Variability Inputs are specified.
Furthermore, Mietzner et al. defined his own custom metamodel, whereas our deployment
model is based on EDMM [1] and, therefore, can be mapped to TOSCA, Terraform, Ansible,
Kubernetes, Docker Compose and more deployment technologies [1,11].

6.3. Context-Aware Deployments

In the following, we discuss related work, which focuses on context-aware deploy-
ments, such as self-adaptive systems.

Saller et al. [42] presented an approach for the context-aware adaptation of dynamic
software product lines. They combined a classical feature model with a feature model
representing the context. Dependencies between these two models state whether a feature
can be used under a certain context. These models are used to adapt applications at runtime
by monitoring the context and adapting the currently active features. In comparison to our
work, they operated on feature models to directly derive the adaptation steps, while we
generate a declarative deployment model which contains the application structure along
with all components, relations, and configurations.

Le Nhan et al. [57] used a feature model for provisioning virtual machines which
specifies available operating systems and software. The feature selection was then trans-
formed into Chef configurations which install the expected software on the virtual machine.
However, they were only restricted to a single virtual machine at a time, whereas we
generate a deployment model which may consist of several components, such as virtual
machines, databases or even other cloud offerings, such as Function-as-a-Service.

Quinton et al. [58] presented the concept of using a Cloud Knowledge Model to automat-
ically select features of a feature model representing a cloud provider which finally results
in the deployment of an application. Thereby, the Cloud Knowledge Model is an abstract
view on available cloud offerings and is mapped to the cloud provider feature models.
The selected features have assets such as configuration files or deployment scripts, which
are then executed. In comparison, we generate a declarative deployment model based on
conditional elements which is then executed.

Gui et al. [59] proposed a framework for adaptive real-time applications for OSGi.
Their deployment model consists of components and communication relations and allows
to enable or disable components based on a Boolean flag. In comparison, we explicitly
model the conditions under which components and relations are present. Furthermore,
our model is not focused on OSGi, allows to model any relations between components,
and includes the management of hosting components.

Anthony et al. [60] presented a middleware for a self-configuring automotive control
system. Software components are configured by policies that are loaded into the compo-
nents. These policies execute actions based on information monitored by the middleware.
In comparison, they assigned conditions to actions that should be triggered to adapt the
application, whereas we assign conditions to components and relations to derive a model
of the desired application.

Alkhabbas et al. [61] presented a goal-driven approach for self-adaptive systems
for Internet of Things (IoT). Their framework is based on MAPE-K [62], which includes
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monitoring, analyzing, planning, and executing components along with a knowledge
base. For example, a user defines the goal to adjust the light level in a meeting room.
A deployment planner generates a topology by mapping required software components
to existing hardware components while considering expected and current workload. In
contrast, they expected that hardware components already exist, whereas we are able to
provision, e.g., virtual machines. Furthermore, they only simulated the deployment inside
their prototype, whereas we actually deployed our motivating scenario.

Ayed et al. [63] presented an approach for context-aware deployments of component-
based applications on top of existing deployment technologies by using a deployment
model that is platform independent. The deployment model consists of components and
communication relations. Components are semantically described by types that define
their interface, properties, implementations, component dependencies, and placement
constraints regarding hardware. Software components are automatically matched to ex-
isting hardware components during deployment. Thereby, properties, implementations,
dependencies, and placement constraints may have conditions on the context. Furthermore,
the components and relations can have conditions assigned which specify if the component
or relation is present in the deployment. They also detect inconsistencies such as multiple
assignments of the same property or missing connection targets already during design
time [64], whereas we check for inconsistencies during the deployment phase. However,
they focus on software components and dynamic placement of software components to
hardware components and expect that hardware components already exist. In contrast, our
deployment model also allows to model, e.g., hardware components that should be auto-
matically provisioned. Furthermore, our deployment model is based on EDMM [1] and,
therefore, can be mapped to TOSCA, Terraform, Ansible, Kubernetes, Docker Compose,
and more deployment technologies [1,11].

Atoui et al. [65] integrated feature models into a deployment model specialized for
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) infrastructures. They represented the deployment
model as a tree whose nodes are, for example, virtual compute nodes or virtual storage,
and relations, such as composition, allocation, and connection. In addition, the deployment
model includes OR and XOR gateways. These gateways state which subtrees can be
selected. In comparison, our deployment model does not require a tree-like structure, is not
specialized for NFV, and does not include such gateways but complex conditions assigned
to components and relations.

Sáez et al. [66] presented a utility function to select a hosting stack for each busi-
ness component based on key performance indicators. However, only the underlying
hosting stack is variable, whereas in our concept, also business components are variable.
Furthermore, we provide a formal metamodel along with algorithms to derive a deploy-
ment model.

Johnsen et al. [67] combined the functional and deployment variability concepts of
Abstract Behavioural Specification (ABS) [68]. ABS is a specification for modeling the
behavior of concurrent and distributed processes of software systems in a Java-like syntax.
Following SPLE and delta-oriented programming [69,70], functional variability is modeled
using a feature model for a delta-oriented base model. Selected features are linked to deltas
which are applied to the base model to derive the desired product. Deployment variability
refers to execution costs of process statements and resource capacities of compute nodes.
The concepts are combined by integrating the feature model for functional variability with a
feature model for execution costs and another one for resource capacities. As a consequence,
deltas patch the base model not only regarding functionality but also regarding execution
costs and resource capacities. In a given example, a MapReduce [71] master uses this
information to decide which and how many workers to use. This delta-oriented approach is
fundamentally different from our approach to generate the desired outcome since they add
new elements to a common base model while we remove elements from a model containing
all possible elements. Furthermore, we focus on modeling conditional components and
relations inside a deployment model which is not only restricted to compute nodes.
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Hochgeschwender et al. [43] presented a feature-oriented Domain-Specific Language
(DSL) to be used in a model-driven engineering-based development process for configuring
robot software architecture in the context of the BRICS robot application development
process (RAP) [72]. The DSL enables to declaratively describe the deployment in a vendor-
neutral manner. Thereby, a feature model describes features whose selection is used along
with a resolution model to transform a template system model into the desired architecture.
In comparison to our work, they focused on robotics, while we do not restrict to any domain.
Furthermore, our approach is not restricted to a specific DSL.

Breitenbücher et al. [73] presented a method to transform a deployment model de-
pending on the context by applying graph transformations. Thereby, context refers to the
state and structure of the application. Management plans are then automatically generated
and executed to provision and manage the application. In comparison, we do not apply
graph transformations but use conditional elements and refer, for example, to costs or
scalability as context.

Terraform and Ansible support conditional components and relations. In the following,
we briefly discuss their concepts since we mentioned them previously. In Terraform, the
count attribute [74] can be used in resource or module blocks to model conditional components.
A corresponding numeric expression sets the value of count either to zero or one. This
expression might be based on user-provided inputs. Relations between components are
modeled using the depends_on attribute of a component or implicitly by accessing attributes
of other resources. However, conditions cannot be assigned to relations. They are present
as long as their source component is. This restriction does not apply to our concept.
Furthermore, we support, for example, the intrinsic function getElementPresence that can be
used inside an expression to specify a condition with respect to the presence of any other
conditional element.

In Ansible, conditional components can be modeled using the when attribute [75]
which conditionally includes components represented by playbooks [1]. The corresponding
expressions use Jinja2 [76] and might be based on host facts or user-provided inputs. Rela-
tions between components are modeled implicitly by imports [1]. The same considerations
which apply to Terraform also apply to Ansible. In future work, we plan to analyze the
variability concepts of other popular deployment technologies and use our approach as an
enabler for technologies that are not aware of such variability concepts.

6.4. Incomplete Deployment Models

Our approach explicitly models the complete deployment model, i.e., each possible
component and relation along with their configurations. In contrast, the following ap-
proaches do not explicitly model the complete deployment model but use, for example, ab-
stract components, patterns, and/or automatic completion. These approaches complement
each other and can be integrated into our approach especially since some of them are
based on TOSCA [77–82]. For example, business-related components can be assigned with
conditions, while the underlying hosting stack is automatically completed or refined using
patterns. We plan to integrate some of these concepts into our approach in future work.

Harzenetter et al. [77,78] presented an approach to model and execute deployment
models using technology-agnostic and vendor-neutral cloud patterns, such as elastic plat-
forms. Thereby, patterns are abstract components inside the deployment model, which
are further refined into concrete components. For example, a user application is hosted
on an elastic platform pattern which is refined to the components “AWS Elastic Beanstalk
Environment” and “AWS Elastic Beanstalk”.

Kuroda et al. [83] presented a method to transform an abstract topology into a concrete
deployable topology. The abstract topology is transformed based on actions that replace
a subgraph with another subgraph until the topology consists only of concrete compo-
nents and relations. A search-based algorithm is used to decide which actions should be
executed. They proved the feasibility of their method by implementing a prototype that
is based on TOSCA.
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Knape [79] presented a method to automatically select and deploy software compo-
nents in the cloud by combining feature models and TOSCA. Thereby, the TOSCA model
only consists of software components having an abstract type. Each component expresses
constraints that are used to select a cloud offering along with its configuration based on a
component-specific feature model. Based on this selection, the component type is changed
to a concrete type which results, for example, in the deployment of the component on GCP.

Inzinger et al. [84] presented a methodology to iteratively refine an abstract application
model into a deployment model while considering current customer requirements. Initially,
the model consists only of coarse-grained architecture components, such as a management
system or a gateway. These are then refined to architectural units, such as storage or
computing components. With the use of decision trees, architectural units are refined into
technical units, such as a relational database management system. The root node of a
decision tree represents an architectural unit, intermediate nodes decision points, and leaf
nodes deployment units. Decision points are, for example, strict or eventual consistency.
Deployment units are then provisioned using configuration directives, which contain, for
example, Puppet manifests.

Hirmer et al. [80] presented an approach to model and execute incomplete deployment
models. Such a deployment model is incomplete in the sense that there are, for example, re-
lations without target components. Missing components are iteratively added until every
relation has a target component. For example, a user application has a pending relation
for a web server. Therefore, a web server component is added, which introduces a new
pending relation for a virtual machine. This process is repeated until no component is
missing. Saatkamp et al. [81] makes use of this approach and further injects communication
drivers into components to enable middleware-independent modeling.

Saatkamp et al. [82] presented a method that first splits the hosting components of a
deployment model based on labels. These labels are assigned to business-relevant compo-
nents and represent, for example, the desired deployment on a specific cloud provider such
as AWS. A matching step transforms the hosting components to conform to the specified
label of their hosted business-relevant components. For example, a Java web application
that is hosted on a Tomcat on a virtual machine is labeled to be deployed on AWS. This
results in the replacement of the Tomcat and underlying hosting components with an
AWS Beanstalk component.

6.5. Templating Engines

There exist several templating engines. For example, the Go Templating Engine [85]
is used by the Kubernetes package manager Helm [86] to generate Kubernetes manifests,
Jinja2 is used by Ansible, among others, to access variables inside Playbooks or to generate
configuration files, and Embedded JavaScript Templating (EJS) [87] or Pug [88] can be used
with the Node.js server framework Express [89] for server-side rendering of HTML.

These templating engines support conditional elements but are usually restricted
to specific programming languages, e.g., Go Templating Engine for Golang and EJS for
JavaScript. In comparison, our approach is independent of the used programming language.
Furthermore, our approach is integrated into TOSCA. For example, if a condition on a
group is evaluated as false, then all group members are removed from the deployment
model. Therefore, not even templating engines which are independent of the programming
language are suitable.

7. Threats to Validity

Considering threats to validity regarding the case study, the case study was conducted
by one of the authors and not by one or even multiple probands, being unfamiliar with the
approach. Furthermore, the case study was restricted to our motivating scenario. However,
we are confident about the generalizability of the motivating scenario since from the view
of a graph-based deployment model, the components and relations are simply nodes and
edges possibly representing any kind of application.
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Furthermore, we validated our approach with a prototype based on TOSCA. We did
not validate applying our approach, for example, to Docker Compose. However, since our
approach is based on EDMM, we are confident about the generalizability.

Considering threats to validity regarding the benchmark, the median of several runs
was used to mitigate outliers. However, the benchmark was executed while the system was
not under load. Combining the results of several benchmarks distributed over several days
while the system is under various load would improve the validity of the benchmarking
results. Furthermore, the benchmarking is in respect of a single implementation. Other
implementations might perform better or worse.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

Describing different variants of an application deployment using individual deploy-
ment models quickly results in a large number of models which are error prone to maintain.
Deployment technologies, such as Terraform and Ansible, address this by conditional
components and dependencies. We applied this concept to TOSCA in form of a prepro-
cessing step. By transforming Variability4TOSCA models to standard TOSCA models,
our approach can be easily integrated into existing toolchains since employed TOSCA
orchestrators can be used without any modifications. However, this preprocessing step can
also be applied to other deployment technologies, such as Docker Compose which also
does not support conditional components and dependencies.

We plan to extend our method to fully automate the Deployment Execution Phase.
Therefore, requirements must be automatically identified, and respective Variability Inputs
must be automatically specified. Furthermore, changing requirements should be detected
to continuously update the running application. In addition, we are working on a graphical
modeling tool for modeling Variability4TOSCA models.
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